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Abstract 
 

This paper explores the relationship between video game sales and same week crimes in 
the United States. This study further focuses on violent video game sales and violent crime with 
additional investigation into various subsets of the criminal population according to age, gender, 
and race. Using an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model, the years from 2005-2010 were 
analyzed using the top 30 video games sold and the National Incident-Based Reporting System. 
The study finds that while there is a positive relationship between violent video games and crime, 
as well as a negative relationship between non-violent video games and crime, the effects are 
small and generally economically inconsequential.   
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Introduction 
 
Background 
 

As the video game market has grown from a niche market to one of the most mainstream 

forms of entertainment, one constant question has kept appearing in both public policy and 

scientific research: does video game violence increase crime and/or violence? This issue has 

been around for decades and had its inception when video games were still played in coin-

operated arcades. One of the earliest controversies over violent video games began in 1976 with 

Death Race, an arcade game where the player controlled a car that ran over humanoid “gremlins.”  

More than twenty years later, in 2005, the outrage over video games manifested itself in 

legislative form with Senator Joe Liberman leading a Senate hearing on game regulations and 

continues to this day with the most recent California Assembly Bills 1792 & 1793 which 

proposed the criminalization of sales of “ultra-violent” video games to minors and the 

segregation of mature rated games from non-mature rated games (Suddath, 2010). Both of these 

bills were passed by the California State Assembly and signed by then-Governor Arnold 

Schwarzeggener in 2005. The bills eventually were appealed to the United States Supreme Court 

which overturned both of the bills in 2011 in Brown vs. EMA/ESA. 

This, however, has not abated the discussion about the impact that prolonged exposure to 

violent video games has on aggression and crime on those who play video games. In January 

2013, President Barak Obama asked Congress for $10 million so that the Center for Disease 

Control could restart its research into the relationship between “video games, media images, and 

violence” (LeJacq, 2013). Most recently, on December 19, 2012 Senator Jay Rockefeller from 

West Virginia announced his introduction of legislation within the United States Senate to 
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“investigate the impact of violent video games and other content on children’s well-being.” (Jay 

Rockefeller Senate Office, 2012).   

These elevated media and public policy scrutiny into this relationship often follow 

incidences of mass shootings. The most prominent example of this is the case of the Columbine 

High School shootings. The shooters were said to have been avid players of Doom, a first-person 

shooter, and the relationship between the shooters and Doom have been oft quoted in the media 

(Nizza, 2007).  

While these incidents are heartrending, the issue of increased violence or aggression 

stemming from video game usage has broader implications. While it is difficult to determine if 

video game playing caused increased violence or aggression in specific cases, it is possible to 

attempt to determine if there is a quantifiable broader effect from violent video games. 

Relevance 

Video game sales have fallen from their revenue apex in 2008 of $21 billion, but sales are 

still high and revenue tailing off is common for the end of hardware generation cycles (Ortutay, 

2009). However, the market and influence of video games is still discernible, as witnessed during 

the Thanksgiving week in 2012 when Microsoft, Sony, and Nintendo (the three gaming hardware 

manufacturers) had estimated sales of 750,000, 685,000, and 1.2 million console gaming units, 

respectively (MacManus, 2012). 

In addition, there is also the expected launch of the “eighth generation” of gaming 

hardware devices in 2013 (Bass & King, 2012). With this new generation, there also comes 

greater technological advances that will allow for photo-realistic graphics within games and a 

deeper level of interaction as can be seen with newer gaming interfaces that allow for the body to 

replace the traditional handheld controller, e.g. the Kinect body sensor. With these advances, the 
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gaming technological frontier moves towards the point where a player no longer “kills” via a 

button click, but through a hand or body motion. This makes it so that the studying of the 

influence of violent video games on crime and violence even more worthwhile. While it has not 

been proven, the removal of mediation between the player and the action of killing or violence 

lends credence to an increase of the effect. There have been many studies within the laboratory 

setting and this study will attempt to look at the relationship between weekly aggregated video 

game sales and crime rates in an empirical setting. 

 

Literature Review 
 

Substitution and Incapacitation Effects 

There is much existent literature on the effect of media on violence and crime, but most 

of the current literature does not focus on the video game medium. Additionally, the studies 

about the extended effects of video games, particularly on youth, are done from the 

psychological perspective, not the economic perspective (Anderson, Gentile, & Buckley, 2007).  

As earlier economists have shown, there can be complexities in attempting to directly 

extrapolate results derived from laboratory held studies into empirical evidence (Levitt & List, 

2007). There exists a small body of work that is dedicated to this work; these studies focus on the 

measurement of the incapacitation and substitution effects. The incapacitation effect is where 

people who are playing video games are not unable to commit crimes simultaneously. The 

substitution effect predicts that violent video games act as a replacement for the crimes that 

people would commit otherwise. The incapacitation effect was studied in student truancy and the 

effect on juvenile crime. The study showed that there was a discernible effect with juvenile 
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property crime decreasing on days when school is in session (Jacob & Lefgren, 2003). The act of 

being physically confined to one area was a strong deterrent for crime. This can be applied to the 

model of video games in that video games cannot be played passively and are more often than 

not, played at home. This confinement to one space or console should act in the same way as the 

students being confined to their schools. 

Other Media and Crime 

Another medium that has been examined is film. One study looked at blockbuster movies 

as a determinant of same-day assaults (Dahl & DellaVigna, 2009). More specifically, they 

looked at differences between violent and non-violent movies. Using the aforementioned 

incapacitation effect as the basis for their study, the authors looked at specific hours immediately 

following the movie, the following day in the weekend the movie was shown, and the next few 

weeks. They found that there was a decrease in evening (6 p.m.-12 a.m.) and nighttime (12 a.m.- 

6 a.m.) assaults of almost 1,000 incidents per weekend, the nighttime shows larger effects, and 

that movies that are strongly violent have a smaller effect than movies that are not as violent. 

They hypothesized that this effect was due to two parts: voluntary incapacitation and 

sobriety. Voluntary incapacitation comes from the fact that people in a movie theatre are 

incapable of many types of crimes and that very few crimes occur within a movie theatre, i.e. 

people who are watching a movie cannot commit a burglary simultaneously. Sobriety is due to 

the fact that movie theatres by and large do not sell alcoholic beverages in the theatre. They also 

hypothesized that there was what they termed “arousal” in the level of violence depicted within 

the film, which would explain why more violent movies had less of an effect in decreasing 

crimes. The final effect of having nighttime crimes decrease more than evening crimes was 

compositional in nature—more assaults and violent crime were occurring later in the night and 
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due to the voluntary incapacitation and decreased alcohol consumption, these types of more 

violent crime were not happening as often. The study concluded that while they could not 

determine the long-term effects, but they did not find any lagged effect. Furthermore, they stated 

that the need was also to look at the overlooked short-term effect with the lens of opportunity 

cost as the alternatives to violent movies, such as going to a bar, might actually increase violent 

crime by more than violent movies would through arousal, thus decreasing overall crime. 

In their conclusion, the authors state that “violent video games may well increase 

aggression, but they also incapacitate potential offenders for a substantial period of time.” Thus 

the Dahl and DellaVigna study provides both the theoretical foundation for this study 

(incapacitation effect versus increased aggression) as well as the impetus to more closely 

examine the effect that violent video games have one crime in the short-run. 

Movie data was compiled from daily box-office revenue sources for the top 10 movies 

and crime data was from the National Incident Based Reporting System (NIBRS).  

Video Games and Crime-Laboratory 

The main studies into the increased aggression effect of violent video games have been 

focused on youths and within a laboratory setting. Psychologists have done various empirical 

laboratory tests where they subject youths to violent video games and then run tests for 

aggression afterward. Studies have found that in the immediate-term, youths who play extended 

periods of violent video games are more prone to acts of aggression and violence than they 

otherwise would have been (Vorderer P. e., 2006).  

One of the seminal works in this field is a meta-analytic review of the then-current 

scientific literature on exposure to violent video games and the effect one crime.  However, these 

tests do not measure the transference from laboratory to real life (Anderson & Bushman, 2001). 
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From there a canon has developed which contends that violent video games have effects of 

increased violence and that there should be public policy intervention (Anderson, Gentile, & 

Buckley, 2007). Their numerous types of studies, experimental, correlational, and longitudinal, 

as well as subject age groups, elementary all the way to college students, all show that there is 

increased aggression after exposure to video games. 

On the other hand, another school of thought has developed that rejects these studies as 

faulty and show that there is no public health hazard from increased aggression via violent video 

game exposure. As a rebuttal to the Anderson and Bushman paper, other meta-analytic reviews 

have sought to prove that the Anderson and Bushman results were faulty (Ferguson & Kilburn, 

2009). Beyond just being faulty, literature has gone to show that the concern over violent video 

games’ effects is media creation and akin to generational concerns about the effects of new 

media (Kutner & Olson, 2008). This school has developed over time, but has not taken hold in 

mainstream psychology. The Entertainment Software Association (ESA), however, has used this 

school of thought, particularly in its defense in Brown vs. EMA/ESA.  

Overall, there is no consensus about how violent video games might affect aggression in 

subjects. There is a large body of literature that supports the increased aggression effect, but a 

growing body of literature also opposes this study. Thus, this exigent question of public policy 

has not been answered. 

Video Games and Crime-Empirical 

Economists have then further gone to show the correlation between video games and 

crime. One study examined video game stores as a proxy for video game sales and tested for the 

effects of video game stores on increased crime, with crime data from the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation’s Uniform Crime Report (Ward, 2011).  Ward runs a regression with panel data for 
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over 400 counties in America for the years 1994-2004. He postulates that there are two effects of 

playing violent video games: the increased aggression effect and a substitution effect where 

playing violent video games is a good substitute for committing violent crime. This study also 

includes the number of movie theaters and sporting goods stores as a check. The author finds that 

violent crime decreases as the number of video game stores increases; there is a similar effect for 

movie theaters and sporting goods stores, but to a lesser degree. Movie theatres are a check on 

the Dahl and DellaVigna study and sporting goods stores theoretically have the same effect as 

video game stores in that both sell goods which will be used later. When people buy sporting 

goods, the idea is that they will then use the sporting goods and as such will be rendered 

incapable of committing crime at the same time as playing sports. The study also includes 

robustness checks which include Poisson regressions of the outcomes and attempts to overcome 

possible reverse causality through the addition of a county-specific trend term.   

Another approach has been to use surveys to estimate the amount of video games 

children use to investigate the links between increased violent tendencies and video game 

playing. The survey used is the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Youth Risk 

Behavior Survey (YRBS). The YRBS is a biannual survey conducted starting in 1991 that asks 

questions including, but not limited to violence, sex, drugs, and video game usage (not 

specifically about violent video game usage). These data allow for Ward to take a discreet-choice 

approach and use probit regressions. In addition to running the regression of video game play 

frequency, there are also controls for age, sex, race, and the year and state. Beyond the probit 

regression analysis, the study also uses two matching models: propensity score matching (PSM) 

and covariate matching (CVM).  
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 The result that the author gets is that the effect of gaming on violence is overstated. His 

data shows a substantive positive correlation only amongst the heaviest video game users. The 

author also raises a few questions about the study, such as: will violent video games provide a 

different result and the lack of differentiation between video game usages and other computer 

usage, e.g. the separation of Facebook usage and usage of Facebook games?  

The closest approximation to this study is a one done in Europe relating the weekly unit 

sales of the top 50 video games and the NIBRS from 2005-2008. Similarly to the study based on 

video game stores, this study separates video game usage into two effects, which they call the 

behavioral effect and the incapacitation effect. The behavioral effect causes more violent 

tendencies and thus crime and the incapacitation effect causes less crime as users are unable to 

commit violent crime due to the fact that they are playing video games. The authors employ an 

IV approach (using video game ratings) to better determine that there is a causal relationship 

through the usage of standard multivariate regression and time use model (Cunningham, 

Engelstatter, & Ward, 2011). Their results suggested that video game usage actually had a slight 

decrease on crime. However, much of the data had a small estimated effect and some of the 

estimates were not significantly different from zero. Overall, they concluded that the overall net 

effect was to reduce crime. 

 This study seeks to approximate the more granular approach that is employed in 

estimating movie violence on crime within the video game context. The previously held 

assumption that video game stores can act as a proxy for video game sales cannot be held as a 

truism today with the proliferation of video games to encompass most major retail stores (e.g. 

Target, Wal-Mart, and Costco). This study will look at weekly video game sales in America and 
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use the NIBRS for number of weekly crimes in America to investigate the relationship between 

video game sales and crime.  

 This approach will have more detail than previous studies dealing directly with video 

game sales as it will breakdown the ratings to beyond the three tiers of non-violent, violent, and 

intensely violent that the previous study used. The study would have the ratings broken down by 

the ratings given from the Entertainment Software Rating Board’s content descriptors. The 

descriptors are relative to the ratings (i.e. a violent Teen rated game is not the same as a violent 

Mature rated game), but add another layer of detail to help make the determination of violence 

within a video game as objective as possible. For the full list please see Table 1 in the Appendix.  

Furthermore, the European study only includes four years (2005-2008); this study includes two 

more years (2009-2010). The increasing of years by 50% will greatly add to the number of 

observations and hopefully provide a fuller picture of the relationship between video games and 

crime as well as capturing video game sales beyond their apex in sales. 

 There will also be additional levels of controls that Cunningham, et al. did not include. 

This will be discussed further within the methodology section, but controls are included for 

quarter, a proxy for effective demand, political climate, major events, and the economic crisis. 

In addition, this study will adjust for the fact that there are now ways to purchase video 

games that preclude going to a dedicated brick-and-mortar store (i.e. online purchases). When 

taken in tandem with the aforementioned proliferation of video game stock to non-niche stores, 

the proxy approach is rendered inapplicable.  

 The YRBS is a biannual survey which means that there will have only been one 

additional survey since the last study was held. A replication of this study would not add much to 

the current literature. This method also expands the scope of influence beyond children. 
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Data 
 

Video Game Data 

 The video game data is derived from VGChartz, which is a site that provides weekly unit 

sales for the top 30 selling video games. The data begins in 2005 and is updated weekly and the 

data includes both global data and country specific data. For the purposes of this study, the focus 

will be on video game sales in only America. Each of the 30 observations is comprised of the 

game’s weekly sales position, name, platform, total weekly sales, how many weeks it has been 

released, the publisher, genre, and date of the week ending for sales. It is true that there may be 

upward of a hundred games available for purchase at any moment, however, most games have a 

dramatic decrease in sales. The difference between the number of units sold for the first place 

and thirtieth place in a week is on an order of multiple times and the top 30 games should 

comprise of a large enough sample (See Chart 1).  

 The data collection began in 2005 which was at the advent of what is known as the 

“seventh generation” of video game consoles. This generation is comprised of the “HD Twins,” 

Microsoft’s Xbox 360 and Sony’s PlayStation 3 as well as Nintendo’s Wii. This generation had 

an install base, i.e. number of units sold in American households, of 141 million in March 2011 

(Alexander, 2011). The Xbox 360 was launched in November of 2005 while the PlayStation 3 

and Wii were launched in November of 2006. Thus, we also can witness a rise in both variation 

and units of games sold later on within the time period. 

 There are 312 weeks that with 9187 observations. There is a sales mean of 46,380.99 

units sold and a standard deviation of 102,142.5 units (See Table 2). The minimum units sold 

observed were 536 and the maximum were 3,427,321. The data is then aggregated by the week. 
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We then have 312 observations with a mean of 1,365,712 total units sold in a week with a 

standard deviation of 1,377,522 and a minimum of 52,282 and a maximum of 8,710,306 (See 

Table 2). 

 There are a total of 12 listed genres with sports titles most common at 19.12% of total 

games and shooter games with 12.41%. Sports games often are rated Everyone with no content 

descriptor as there is little if any salacious or violent content within a sporting event. A full 

breakdown is in Table 3. 

 Video game sales data is then combined with ratings data. The ratings data is pulled 

directly from the ESRB online database and is matched to each individual game. The ESRB 

breaks down video games into 7 total categories with suggested age groups for each category as 

well as 30 content descriptors aimed at providing more detail. A full list of the ratings as well as 

the suggested age groups is in Table 4. A chart of the division of sales across the entire sample 

can be found in Chart 2. 

Crime Data 

 The crime data is from the National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS), which is 

a part of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program. The 

NIBRS is a federal crime data set that is generated from local, state, and federal law enforcement 

offices that details incidents and arrests of a specific nature. These crimes are called “Group A” 

crimes which include, but are not limited to: homicide, sex offenses, assault, and arson. There is 

also arrest information on a subset of “Group B” crimes, which are on a lower degree of 

criminality, such as: bad checks, liquor law violations, and runaways (FBI).  

 The benefit to using the NIBRS is that it gives detailed information on type of crime, 

location, victim, offender, and if the offender was arrested. The details of most interest are the 
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offense, if there was a weapon involved, age, sex, and race of the offender. In addition to the 

level of detail, the NIBRS data is not aggregated, i.e. it is day specific. This high frequency 

allows for better measurement of relationships. 

The NIBRS data is used is from 2005 through 2010, which provides two additional years 

of data to the study that most closely relates to the proposed study. Incidents are reported on a 

daily basis and thus need to be aggregated on a weekly basis for use with the video game sales 

data (See Table 2). The shortcoming of this data set is that it does not encompass every state and 

county. If, however, we can assume that determinants of crime do not vary too drastically across 

state lines, we can use the NIBRS data with confidence. 

Methodology 
 

Theoretical Model 

This paper takes on the theoretical framework that Dahl and DellaVigna postulated about 

movie viewings and same day crimes and attempts to apply it to video game sales and same 

week crimes. There are three effects at work in this model: the incapacitation effect, the 

substitution effect and the increased aggression effect.  

The incapacitation effect is when an offender is not able to commit a criminal act because 

the offender is doing another activity. In this case, the incapacitation holds that while an offender 

is playing the video game, he or she is unable to simultaneously commit a criminal act.  

The substitution effect holds that a criminal act and violent video games are similar goods 

and can act as close substitutes. An offender would substitute away from the high risk activity of 

committing a crime and instead utilize the low risk similar good of playing video games instead. 
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The third effect is the effect of enhanced violent tendencies. This effect is the one that is 

most often studied and reported on by various psychological studies. Many psychological studies 

have found in the isolated laboratory setting that increased exposure to violent video games 

results in a higher tendency to commit violent acts. 

This study hopes to capture the total of the three effects. While there is a strong body of 

literature within the psychology field that points to increased aggression or violent tendencies, 

few studies have extrapolated that into empirical studies. The interaction between the three 

effects will result in a total effect that video games have on crime and this study hopes to capture 

that total effect, not any individual effect. This study is also choosing to focus on the effect on 

same week crime. While many policy makers are worried about the long-term effects of 

exposure to violent video games, it is difficult to control for all of the exogenous variables that 

occur in the long term, especially in this case where individuals who bought video games cannot 

be tracked across time.  

Basic Regression 

The current nature of this study requires a model to be built that will discern the types of 

effects that video games are having, whether it be the substitution effect, the incapacitation effect 

or the effect enhanced violence. To that regard, the current form that the study is looking at is as 

follows: 

𝐶 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽𝑎𝑆𝑎 + 𝛽𝑏𝑆𝑏 + 𝛽𝑐𝑆𝑐 + 𝛽𝑑𝑆𝑑 + 𝛼 + 𝛽 + 𝛾 + 𝜁 +  𝜀 

Where 𝐶 will represent the number of crimes in a given week and 𝛽 will represent varying 

degrees of violence from the ESRB and 𝑆 will represent the aggregated sales of that type of 

video game. The variable 𝛽𝑎 is the ESRB rating of Everyone which holds the least amount of 
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violence, with 𝛽𝑏 being E10,  𝛽𝑐 for Teen, and 𝛽𝑑 for Mature.  The variables 𝛼 + 𝛽 + 𝛾 + 𝜁 +  𝜀 

are controls which will be discussed in the following section.  

Controls 

Unlike previous studies we wish to control for confounding variables in an attempt to 

prevent endogeneity. These controls are the aforementioned 𝛼 + 𝛽 + 𝛾 + 𝜁 +  𝜀 variables, being 

Unemployment Insurance Claims (UIC), a dummy for the 2007-2009 crisis, a dummy for the 

change in political climate in America, quarterly seasonal variables, and major events.  

The UIC data is gathered from the United States Department of Labor and are weekly 

seasonally adjusted initial claims. The UIC control is meant to capture any economic variations 

that would cause vacillation of crime. These economic variations are used as a proxy for the 

effective demand in the economy. While there are limitations to using the UIC data, it is the best 

measurement as it is high frequency data that is released on a weekly basis. This high release 

frequency allows for the continuance of measuring observations on a weekly basis as opposed to 

a monthly basis, which would severely limit the number of observations in the study. 

Additionally, the UIC data chosen are seasonally adjusted initial claims. Initial claims are 

updated weekly and are chosen as a good proxy of what has changed in effective demand in the 

same week.   

In 2007 the world suffered an economic slowdown that had broad impacts across 

America. This study hopes to account for any possible changes in expectations or economic 

impact that cannot be measured through other channels through a dummy for the official start 

and end dates of the crisis from the National Bureau of Economic Research, which is December 

2007 through June 2009. 
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The political climate in America has shifted during those six years which may have an 

impact on crime or video game sales. There have been two shifts in the control of the United 

States House of Representatives in 2006 and 2008. These shifts may indicate changes in policies 

that would either inhibit or increase either crime or video game sales. To account for this, a 

dummy is constructed that represents when the Democratic Party is in control of the House.   

Controlling for seasonality will control for differences which influences crime as well as 

video game sales. Video game sales are at their highest during the winter holiday months of 

November through January while crime is at its apex during the summer months of May through 

August. Thus, the quarters are as follows: Quarter 1 is November, December, and January; 

Quarter 2 is February, March and April, Quarter 3 is May, June, and July; Quarter 4 is August, 

September, and October (See charts 3-4). 

The final control is for major events, which can be broken down into two further groups: 

large sporting events and natural incidents. Television is a substitute for video games as console 

games are played on a television, thus we make note of sporting events which regularly draw in a 

high audience on a national level: the Superbowl, the Winter Olympics, the Summer Olympics, 

and the FIFA World Cup. The second variable  is for natural incidences that occur in the United 

States which cause disruptions in either video game playing or crime. The ones that we have 

noted are Hurricane Katrina, the 2008 tornadoes, the set of three hurricanes in 2008: Gustav, 

Hanna and Ike, as well as the H1N1 influenza virus outbreak in 2009. These events were chosen 

due to their magnitude in either loss of human life or destruction of property as well as being 

unpredictable occurrences.  
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Specifications 

The dependent variable 𝐶 can also be altered so that a crimes committed by a specific 

group can be measured. The five specifications that this study looks at are age, gender, race, if a 

gun was used in the crime, and if the crime was violent. 

 A major concern is that violent video games are being played by youth, so a restriction by 

age makes for a viable way of measuring the impact of video games on different age groups. 

Ages can be separated into under eighteen, eighteen to thirty, and over thirty. The under-eighteen 

cohort is considered minors, and thus a good proxy for the effect of video game sales on children. 

The age eighteen-to-thirty cohorts is the adult group that is more likely to buy video games and 

are likely to commit violent crime. The over-thirty cohort acts to capture the remainder of the 

population. 

 While the ESA reports that the gender split between those who purchase video games is 

not great, it can be useful to see if there is a difference in effect that video game sales has on 

gender (Industry Facts). We can do this by only looking at crimes committed by males and 

crimes committed by females separately.  

 Race is not a tracking statistic for the ESA, but, as America has income equality that can 

be delimited along racial lines, it may remain a useful way of investigation. Similar to our other 

specifications, crime can be restricted to those committed by White, Black, and Asian races. At 

this time, there is no tracking for crimes committed by Hispanic people tracked in the NIBRS.  

 Most high profile cases of mass-crime have been ones where the offender uses some type 

of firearm. As recent gun control legislation has also encompassed the effect of video games on 

likelihood of gun crime, restricting crime to only crimes committed with and without guns is a 

useful specification.  
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 This idea of effect on specific type of crime can be expanded to violent crimes in general. 

While the NIBRS already separates out crimes into Type A and Type B crimes, they are tracked 

differently and are on different orders of magnitude. There are many more crimes for Type A 

versus Type B. Type A crimes can range from prostitution to homicide; Type B crimes range 

from bad checks to disorderly conduct. Thus, this study looks only at Type A crimes, but further 

delineates them into violent and non-violent crimes. There are eight violent categories and their 

subcategories within Type A: arson, assault, burglary/breaking and entering, destruction of 

property, homicide, robbery, forcible sex offenses and non-forcible sex offenses.  The twelve 

non-violent categories within Type B are bribery, counterfeiting, drug/narcotic violations, drug 

equipment violations, embezzlement, extortion, fraud, larceny/theft, motor vehicle theft, 

pornography violations, prostitution, and stolen property. If a crime includes multiple violations 

and contain both violent and non-violent categories, they will be included as violent crimes.  

 These specifications can be combined for greater focus. This study will focus on all the 

male and White specifications in combination with the other three specifications. These two 

specifications were held constant in these combinations due to most crimes being committed by 

the white race and men as well as having the most statistically significant results. 

Unit Root Test 

 Before any regressions can be run, a test for the presence of a unit root within the data is 

required. The Dickey-Fuller test is run to first determine the optimal number of lags for the unit 

root test and then the Augmented Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron tests are run to determine 

whether or not the null-hypothesis of a unit root being present can be rejected. Both crime and 

video game sales were tested for the presence of a unit root. For the crime data, the Dickey-

Fuller test determined optimal modified AIC lags of 1 and the null-hypothesis was rejected at the 
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95 and 99% confidence level, respectively (See Tables 5-7). The video game data was 

determined to have optimal modified AIC lags of 3. The null-hypothesis was rejected by the 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and it was rejected by the Phillips-Perron test with 95 and 99% 

confidence, respectively. We are confident that there is no unit root present in either of the data 

sets (See Tables 8-10). 

Results 
 

Baseline 

 The very first regression run is the baseline regression of total weekly video game sales 

on crime. We find that, using this very simple OLS regression, there is a negative relationship 

which is statistically significant at the 5% level. The coefficient is -0.0005743 which results in a 

weekly decrease of 784 crimes on average. This is not surprising as the current body of literature 

points in the same direction (See Table 11). 

Ratings Split 

The next step is to separate out the four different ESRB ratings (Everyone, Everyone 10+, 

Teen, Mature) for video game sales. When the weekly sales of the four ratings are regressed on 

weekly crime, only Everyone rated games are statistically significant (at the 90% confidence 

level). Thus, the issue of multi-collinearity arises for these ratings. A correlation test of the four 

ratings find that sales for games rated Everyone and games rated Everyone 10+ are highly 

correlated. Regressions are thus split into two groups: Mature, Teen, Everyone 10+ and Mature, 

Teen, Everyone. However, games that are rated Everyone comprise of almost 50% of total sales 

throughout the observed 5 years and holds the greater explanatory power.   
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Correlation between video game ratings 
 saleswm saleswt saleswe10 saleswe 
saleswm 1.0000    
saleswt 0.1449 1.0000   
saleswe10 0.3724 0.2373 1.0000  
saleswe 0.4350 0.2831 0.8075 1.0000 

 

Controls: 

 The first control that we initiate is Unemployment Insurance Claims, specifically the 

weekly amount of seasonally adjusted initial claims. The added control results in even more 

pronounced effects in the same direction. In the ratings grouping with E10, we find that not only 

is E10 statistically significant at the 1% level, M is statistically significant at the 10% level. We 

also find much higher coefficients (See Table 12). 

 We then move onto our set of quarterly controls, where the coefficients for M switch 

signs and E rated games lose significance (See Table 13). This sudden change for M rated games 

can be attributed to the cyclical nature of crime and, to a lesser degree, video games. Most crimes 

occur during the summer months, but video game sales are at its highest during the winter 

months—the holiday shopping season. 

 After instituting the full control set of quarters, crisis, party in charge, and major events, 

M and T rated game sales maintain their shift to positive coefficients. Sales of games rated M are 

statistically significant at the 1% level while having very positive coefficients.  The E/E10 rated 

game sales’ coefficients are still negative, but are no longer statistically significant at any level 

(See Table 14). 
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First Specification: Age 

 The first specification that we look at is the breakdown of age. The three groupings that 

we use are under-eighteen, eighteen-to-thirty, and over-thirty. We find that the under-eighteen 

cohort has statistically significant values (at the 1% level) for all ratings while the other two 

cohorts have larger coefficients, but statistically insignificant values for T and E/E10 rated game 

sales (See Table 15).  

Summary Statistics for Age  
Age Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
Under-eighteen 312     10603.53     1139.809        6603       13252  
Eighteen-to-thirty 312     28035.68     2724.684       20964       33511  
Over-thirty 312        54866     5251.283       41212       65973  
 

For the under-eighteen cohort, the coefficients are positive and significant for M and T 

rated game sales and negative for E/E10 sales. When we extrapolate the coefficient of the values 

we find that there is an overall positive effect on crime.  

The eighteen-to-thirty cohort has a higher coefficient resulting in an average increase of 

205 and 195 crimes per week for the M rated group. This is an increase compared to the increase 

of 135 and 160 crimes per week for the M rated group in the under-eighteen specification.  

The over-thirty cohort is similar, but with drastically different coefficients. There are 

increases of 232 and 154 crimes per week for M rated games for the E10 and E groups, 

respectively, which differs from other groups as there is a far larger gap between the two. 

 The differences in age groups show that there is only a demonstrative negative (fewer 

crimes) effect for the under-eighteen cohort as well as having stronger positive (higher effect) on 

both of the older age cohorts. For more granular specifications, all three will be included for 

analysis.  
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 Second Specification: Gender 

 When the crimes are constricted to those only committed by males we find that M rated 

games are still significant at the 1% level and E/E10 rated game sales become significant at the 5% 

level and the coefficients are positive and negative, respectively. When the crimes are constricted 

to those only committed by females, we find that only M rated game sales have significance and 

that the coefficient is positive, but smaller than for males. One reason for this is that a vast 

majority of crimes recorded by the NIBRS are committed by males. More granular specifications 

will be focused on the male gender (See Table 16). 

Summary Statistics for Gender  
Gender Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
Male 312     47403.48     3705.545       36901       53986  
Female  312     16929.12     1732.868       12084       20720  
 

Third Specification: Race 

 The NIBRS only tracks four races: White, Black, American Indian/Alaskan Native, and 

Asian. This study looks at White, Black and Asian races. Similarly to previous specifications, the 

number of crimes is limited to only those committed by the specific race in question.  

Summary Statistics for Race 
Race Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
White 312     39750.1     3185.223       30443       45911  
Black 312     21652.55     1958.954       16359       25130  
Asian 312        386.4423     58.62856         259         525  
 

 Crimes committed by White offenders are affected in the same pattern that we have 

observed in our ratings split. Games rated M result in more crime and games rated E/E10 result 

in fewer crimes. Results are statistically significant for M and E/E10 rated games for both 

regressions, but only at the 10% level.  
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 When the crimes are limited to only Black offenders, the results are similar to the Female 

specification. Game sales for rated E/E10 lose significance, but M rated game sales retain both 

their significance and coefficient direction.  

 Results for the Asian specification are all statistically significant, but the coefficients are 

one tenth the size of the other races. This most is due to the fact that very few crimes in the 

NIBRS system are committed by Asians. For all of these results, please see Table 17. Due to the 

tiny sample size for crimes committed by Asians and statistical insignificance of crimes 

committed by Blacks, the study will focus on the White race.  

Fourth Specification: Firearms 

 The fourth specification that we run is to look at the difference that video game sales 

have on number of crimes committed with firearms and those that are committed without 

firearms. Done in the same manner as all previous specifications, we find that the same pattern 

for Females and Blacks is also present—the sales of games rated M are significant and positive, 

but no other rating is significant. The coefficients for M rated games sales are also much higher 

than previous specifications, but in the E rated games group, the M rated game sales decreases in 

statistical significance to the 5% level. For no-firearm crimes, M and E rated games (but not E10) 

are statistically significant and also at even higher coefficients than those for crimes committed 

with a firearm (See Table 18). This discrepancy causes questions as to the validity of this finding. 

However, this specification will still be used in further specifications.  

Summary Statistics for Firearm Usage 
 Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
Firearm Used 312     84137.38     6907.517       64058       97449  
Firearm Not Used 312     101451.6     8414.645       77852      117428  
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Fifth Specification: Violent Crimes 

 As aforementioned in the Methodology section, this study splits the NIBRS Type A 

crimes into violent and non-violent categories, these are then run in the same manner as the other 

specifications. Violent crimes have significant values for M and E/E10 rated game sales as well 

as economically significant coefficients. Non-violent games have significant values for only M 

rated game sales, and have similar coefficients to all previous specifications. This specification, 

like the firearm specification, could be useful to look at when combined with others to see if it 

unveils a hidden force majeure (See Table 19). 

Summary Statistics for Violent Crimes 
 Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
Violent Crime 312     51940.34     5001.902       38123       60243  
Non-Violent Crime 312     51740.25     3747.098       41406       60339  
 

Second Level Combined Specification: White and Male 

This specification looks at the most statistically and economically significant race, White, 

as well the most statistically and economically significant gender, male, and looks at them in 

conjunction. The results are statistically significant for M and E/E10 rated game sales, but not for 

T rated games. The coefficients are approximately half of the coefficients of just Male or just 

White offenders (See Table 20).  

Summary Statistics for White Male 
 Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
White Male 312     28730.98     2165.234       22446       32872  

 

Third Level Combined Specification: White, Male, and Age 

 We now take the second level combined specification and further split it into the three 

age groups. We find here that the under-eighteen and over-thirty cohorts are statistically and 

economically significant for M and E/E10 rated game sales, but the eighteen-to-thirty cohort is 
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only statistically significant for M rated game sales. The coefficient for the eighteen-to-thirty 

cohort is now approximately half of the value of the coefficient of the White and Male 

specification. The over-thirty and under-eighteen cohorts are even less than that (See Table 21).  

Summary Statistics for White Male and Age 
Age Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
White Male Under-eighteen 312     4734.295     505.0987        2776        5807  
White Male Eighteen-to-thirty 312     12671.67     1081.491        9574       14818  
White Male Over-thirty 312        10029.35     895.1181        7876       12427  
 

Fourth Level Combined Specification: White, Male, Age, and Violent Crimes 

 Taking the third level combined specification and adding the specification of violent/non-

violent crimes takes a surprising turn for the under-eighteen cohort—M rated games lose 

significance, but E/E10 rated games remain significant at the 1% level for both violent and non-

violent crimes. A dramatic drop in coefficient value is also not present. This switch to E/E10 

being the only rating that is significant can also be seen in the eighteen-to-thirty cohort, but only 

in violent crimes. The non-violent crimes within the eighteen-to-thirty cohort remain the only 

statistically significant rating, but most of the economic significance is lost. The same loss of 

economic significance is seen in all parts of the over-thirty cohort (See Tables 22-24).  

Summary Statistics for White Male Age and Violent Crime 
Age and Violence Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
WMU18 Violent 312 2645.84     273.7182        1693        3264  
WMU18 Non-Violent 312 2257.151     168.9647        1678        2697  
WM18-30 Violent 312 6692.878     681.6932        4879        8130  
WM18-30 Non-Violent 312 6818.256     543.0303        5144 7956  
WM30+ Violent 312 5682.208       599.47        4331        7018  
WM30+ Non-Violent 312 5008.362      374.074        3754        6011  
 

Content Descriptors 

 The ESRB attaches up to five different content descriptors that draw from a pool of thirty 

total descriptors. Only two, however, are used on violence at any time. A rating can then have 
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zero, one, or two descriptors depicting violence or blood, creating a breakdown of not violent, 

mildly violent, and strong violence. However, upon splitting the ratings even further, there are 

far fewer shared observations, in fact, there are no M rated games with zero violent content 

descriptors and no E rated games with two violent content descriptors. Furthermore, there are no 

weeks when all of the other categories are present. This classification cannot be regressed and so 

we must move to a different way of using the content descriptors. 

 

Summary Stats for Sales by Content Descriptors for Ratings 
Rating and Content Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
saleswmNV 0      
saleswmMV 29 22489.72 23253.3 4130 88918  
saleswmSV 296 384298.7 617818.1 3618 5922405  
saleswtNV 148 108240.3 143650.3 536 881318  
saleswtMV 277 90307.65 134338.5 3201 1383998  
saleswtSV 253 102454.8 119654.4 4629 790740  
saleswe10NV 149 46108.53 69897.27 2350 522370  
saleswe10MV 250 77956.38 111583.4 4368 677487  
saleswe10SV 91 40077.66 49291.06 2664 328813  
salesweNV 312 386195.4 432379.4 33689 3427639  
salesweMV 302 306322.3 397929.5 4216 2885352  
salesweSV 0      
 

 A different form of classification is possible where we use the zero, one, or two systems 

regardless of ESRB rating. This way we have only three categories: not violent, mildly violent, 

and strongly violent. This maintains 302 out of 312 total observations which allows for us to run 

a regression. The results, however, are universally statistically insignificant for the full control 

regression on all crime (See Table 25). We see that ratings are broken down more along the 

degree of violence, so it is not necessary to break it down further by content descriptor. 

Table X: OLS regression results for  
Rating and Content Observations Mean Std. Dev.   Min Max  
saleswtotalNV 312 459935.9 516010.9 37702 4124908  
saleswtotalMV 312 441236.7 494421.6 4791 3435981  
saleswtotalSV 301 476148 638192 11118 5961062  
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Discussion 
 

 The results are mixed, but on the whole show that, while there are distinct trends in the 

directions of influence different rated video games have, the magnitude of all types is quite small. 

In all regression results, the measured impact of the individual rated game is far less than 1% of 

total crime. Furthermore, it would be specious to treat the individual effects as additive, so it is 

difficult to conclude a “net effect” on crime.  

In the very basic regression, we found that there was a statistically significant inverse 

relationship between video game sales and crime. This relationship seemed to be strengthened by 

the division of games into ratings as we could then see exactly what was driving the negative 

relationship: E rated games sales and M rated game sales, albeit to a smaller degree. This 

seemingly disproved all of the current conjecture and one school of thought within psychology 

that the increased aggression from playing video games would manifest itself in the empirical 

setting. However, with the crucial addition of quarterly controls, those effects were quickly 

reversed. The effect of increased video game sales now became positive, i.e. crime increased 

with every additional unit of video games sold. There was still a negative effect from the E rated 

games, but it was greatly diminished in statistical significance, even dropping out of significance 

in the full control set.  

Even this approbation of the increased aggression effect did not last and the results were 

once more muddied by the inclusion of different restrictions on crime. In the first restriction, we 

found that the one age group that regained the statistical significance of the negative effect was 

the under-eighteen group. The same thing was true for both the restriction for the White group 

and the Male group. These groups are the most maligned in current media as the ones that might 
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be most likely to commit crimes due to the increased aggression effect. They are also our biggest 

groups by far.  

Looking at violent crimes or crimes committed with a firearm did not provide any more 

clarity. Crimes committed without a firearm actually had the far higher coefficient while violent 

crimes had a statistically significant negative effect for E games, but non-violent games did not.  

These two regressions seem to be offering results counter to the crime pandemic that some 

lawmakers have insinuated. In fact, the increase is coming from people committing crimes 

without firearms and they are committing non-violent crimes. While an increase in crime is not a 

cause célèbre, the increase is not in the most destructive or violent types of crimes.  

Further restrictions on the two most economically and statistically significant groups 

yielded no hidden subgroup that was the force majeure for the positive effect. Each and every 

restriction added only served to decrease the effects.  

  

Conclusion 
 

 While the proponents of further legislation might suggest that violent video games are 

secretly poisoning the population of America, particularly its youth, this study finds that there is 

no cause for alarm. The study has shown that games can be seen to have both increasing and 

decreasing effects, these effects are not large.  

 The effect that video games have is difficult to measure in that there is no high-frequency 

data that tracks the sales of video games on a daily basis or on a regional basis. This makes for a 

difficult assessment of what type of impact video games might have. By looking at same week 
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crimes, we hoped to find the impact in the short run. What we did find is a very tenuous 

relationship between crime and video game sales.   

 If policy makers were to enact more regulation on the industry, the resulting decrease in 

sales of video games might minimize some crime, but the overall net social benefit increase 

would not, most likely, offset the negative economic externalities of said regulation. Whereas the 

numbers of crimes that can be drawn from the sales of M rated games are miniscule compared to 

the total number of crimes committed per week, the number of M rated video games constitute 

almost one fourth of total video game sales.  

 There might be a shift in the video game that might change these findings in the 

upcoming year. On February 20, 2013 the next generation of the PlayStation was announced 

with great emphasis on community gaming and shared experiences. Furthermore, the next 

generation of the Xbox, while as of the writing of this paper is not officially announced, is 

rumored to have always-online requirements as well as a deeper emphasis on the shared 

community aspect of its online gaming platform. If these trends continue, we might see an 

increase in the negative effect as the incapacitation effect would be more likely to be present. 

Additionally, at the PlayStation 4 press conference, Sony made it a point of emphasis to show off 

E rated games that were explicitly not in the same vein as the current glut of first-person shooter 

games. When taken with the increased sociability of video games, we might see an increased 

focus on games that, as this paper has shown, have the ability to actually decrease crime.  
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Appendix 
 

Table 1  

Table 1: ESRB Rating Descriptors  
Variable Description 
Alcohol Reference   Reference to and/or images of alcoholic beverages  
Animated Blood   Discolored and/or unrealistic depictions of blood  
Blood   Depictions of blood  
Blood and Gore   Depictions of blood or the mutilation of body parts 
Cartoon Violence   Violent actions involving cartoon-like situations and characters. May 

include violence where a character is unharmed after the action has been 
inflicted 

Comic Mischief   Depictions or dialogue involving slapstick or suggestive humor 
Crude Humor   Depictions or dialogue involving vulgar antics, including “bathroom” 

humor 
Drug Reference   Reference to and/or images of illegal drugs 
Fantasy Violence   Violent actions of a fantasy nature, involving human or non-human 

characters in situations easily distinguishable from real life 
Intense Violence   Graphic and realistic-looking depictions of physical conflict. May 

involve extreme and/or realistic blood, gore, weapons and depictions of 
human injury and death 

Language   Mild to moderate use of profanity 
Lyrics   Mild references to profanity, sexuality, violence, alcohol or drug use in 

music 
Mature Humor   Depictions or dialogue involving "adult" humor, including sexual 

references 
Nudity   Graphic or prolonged depictions of nudity 
Partial Nudity   Brief and/or mild depictions of nudity 
Real Gambling   Player can gamble, including betting or wagering real cash or currency 
Sexual Content   Non-explicit depictions of sexual behavior, possibly including partial 

nudity 
Sexual Themes   References to sex or sexuality 
Sexual Violence   Depictions of rape or other violent sexual acts 
Simulated Gambling   Player can gamble without betting or wagering real cash or currency 
Strong Language   Explicit and/or frequent use of profanity 
Strong Lyrics   Explicit and/or frequent references to profanity, sex, violence, alcohol or 

drug use in music 
Strong Sexual Content   Explicit and/or frequent depictions of sexual behavior, possibly 

including nudity 
Suggestive Themes   Mild provocative references or materials 
Tobacco Reference   Reference to and/or images of tobacco products 
Use of Alcohol   The consumption of alcoholic beverages 
Use of Drugs   The consumption or use of illegal drugs 
Use of Tobacco   The consumption of tobacco products 
Violence   Scenes involving aggressive conflict. May contain bloodless 

dismemberment 
Violent References   References to violent acts 
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Table 2 

Table 2: Summary Statistics for Crime and Video Game Sales  
Variable    
    Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max  
crimedummy 312 103693.2 8561 79529 119926  
salesweekly (non-aggregated) 9787 46380.99 102142.5 536 3427321  
salesweekly (aggregated) 312 1365712 1377522 52282 8710306  

 

Table 3 

Table 3: Summary Statistics for Video Game Genres  
Genre Frequency Percent Cumulative   
Action 1,050 11.43 11.43    
Adventure 360 3.92 15.35    
Fighting 343 3.73 19.08    
Misc. 1,074 11.69 30.77    
Platform 866 9.43 40.20    
Puzzle 262 2.85 43.05    
Racing   889 9.68 52.73    
Role-Playing 674 7.34 60.06    
Shooter 1,223 13.31 73.38    
Simulation 496 5.40 78.77    
Sports 1,805 19.65 98.42    
Strategy 145   1.58   100.00    
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Table 4 
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Table 5 

Table 5: Dickey-Fuller/GLS results for weekly total weekly crimes 
 

Lags 
DF-GLS 
tau Test 
Statistic 

1% 
Critical 
Value 

5 % 
Critical 
Value 

10% 
Critical 
Value 

  

15 -5.249 -3.48 -2.817 -2.536   
14 -5.263 -3.48 -2.824 -2.543   
13 -5.295 -3.48 -2.831 -2.549   
12 -4.214 -3.48 -2.838 -2.556   
11 -4.349 -3.48 -2.845 -2.562   
10 -3.874 -3.48 -2.851 -2.568   
9 -3.467 -3.48 -2.858 -2.573   
8 -2.789 -3.48 -2.864 -2.579   
7 -2.848 -3.48 -2.87 -2.584   
6 -3.163 -3.48 -2.875 -2.59   
5 -3.164 -3.48 -2.881 -2.595   
4 -2.855 -3.48 -2.886 -2.599   
3 -2.515 -3.48 -2.891 -2.604   
2 -2.757 -3.48 -2.896 -2.608   
1 -2.844 -3.48 -2.901 -2.612   

Number of Observations 296 
Maxlag = 15 chosen by Schwert criterion 
Opt Lag (Ng-Perron seq t) = 13 with RMSE  3450.592 
Min SC = 16.52212 at lag  1 with RMSE  3796.499 
Min MAIC = 16.54902 at lag  1 with RMSE  3796.499 
 

Table 6 

Table 6: Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root for weekly crime 
 Interpolated Dickey-Fuller 
 

Test Statistic 
1% 

Critical 
Value 

5 % 
Critical 
Value 

10% 
Critical 
Value 

  

Z(t)             -3.274 -3.455 -2.878   -2.570   
Number of Observations 310 
MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0161 
 

Table 7 

Table 7: Phillips-Perron test for unit root for weekly crime 
 Interpolated Dickey-Fuller 
 

Test Statistic 
1% 

Critical 
Value 

5 % 
Critical 
Value 

10% 
Critical 
Value 

  

Z(rho)          -26.544 -20.349 -14.000 -11.200   
Z(t)             -3.764   -3.455   -2.878 -2.570   

Number of Observations 311 
Newey-West lags =         1 
MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0033 
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Table 8 

Table 8: Dickey-Fuller/GLS results for weekly total video game sales 
 

Lags 
DF-GLS 
tau Test 
Statistic 

1% 
Critical 
Value 

5 % 
Critical 
Value 

10% 
Critical 
Value 

  

15 -4.366 -3.48 -2.817 -2.536   
14 -4.038 -3.48 -2.824 -2.543   
13 -3.996 -3.48 -2.831 -2.549   
12 -3.368 -3.48 -2.838 -2.556   
11 -3.337 -3.48 -2.845 -2.562   
10 -3.818 -3.48 -2.851 -2.568   
9 -4.279 -3.48 -2.858 -2.573   
8 -4.755 -3.48 -2.864 -2.579   
7 -4.598 -3.48 -2.87 -2.584   
6 -5.281 -3.48 -2.875 -2.59   
5 -4.32 -3.48 -2.881 -2.595   
4 -4.152 -3.48 -2.886 -2.599   
3 -4.083 -3.48 -2.891 -2.604   
2 -5.124 -3.48 -2.896 -2.608   
1 -5.21 -3.48 -2.901 -2.612   

Number of Observations 296 
Maxlag = 15 chosen by Schwert criterion 
Opt Lag (Ng-Perron seq t) = 15 with RMSE  772284.3 
Min SC = 27.29272 at lag  1 with RMSE  828305.3 
Min MAIC = 27.4351 at lag  1 with RMSE  820417.2 
 

Table 9 

Table 9: Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root for weekly video game sales 
 Interpolated Dickey-Fuller 
 

Test Statistic 
1% 

Critical 
Value 

5 % 
Critical 
Value 

10% 
Critical 
Value 

  

Z(t)             -2.888   -3.455 -2.878    -2.570   
Number of Observations 308 
MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0.0467 
 

Table 10 

Table 10: Phillips-Perron test for unit root for weekly video game sales 
 Interpolated Dickey-Fuller 
 

Test Statistic 
1% 

Critical 
Value 

5 % 
Critical 
Value 

10% 
Critical 
Value 

  

Z(rho)          -54.921 -20.349 -14.000 -11.200   
Z(t)             -5.533 -3.455   -2.878 -2.570   

Number of Observations 311 
Newey-West lags =         3 
MacKinnon approximate p-value for Z(t) = 0. 0000 
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Table 11 

Table 11: Baseline OLS Regression Results  
Variable Full Sample 
      
crimedummy   
   
salesweekly -0.000578**  
  (0.000272)  
Constant 1.04482e+05***  
 (678.58)  
   
Number of Observations 312  
Adjust R-Squared 0.005  
Standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

Table 12 

Table 12: OLS Regression Results for Four ESRB Ratings Split with UIC 
Variable Ratings Split   
    (1) (2)     

saleswm -0.001331** -0.00075     
  (-0.0007) (-0.000568)     

saleswt -0.002 -0.00186     
  (-0.002) (-0.001908)     

saleswe10 -0.008807***      
  (-0.0026)       

saleswe  -0.002129***     
    (-0.000453)     

icsa 0.016000*** 0.019587***     
  (-0.005) (-0.004908)     

Constant 99753.323115*** 98621.661583***     
  (-1,904.85) (-1,889.81)     

       
Number of Observations 273 293     
Adjust R-Squared 0.064 0.078     
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 13 

Table 13: OLS Regression Results for Four ESRB Ratings Split with UIC and Quarterly Controls 
Variable Ratings Split   
 (1) (2)     
saleswm 0.001109*** 0.000862**     
 (0.000369) (0.000349)     
saleswt 0.00249 0.002102     
 (0.001583) (0.001492)     
saleswe10 -0.003575*      
 (0.001988)      
saleswe  -0.00051     
  (0.000425)     
icsa 0.011916*** 0.013798***     
 (0.003268) (0.003209)     
q1 -1445.575731 -1225.6478     
 (1,250.36) (1,212.10)     
q3 11691.309787*** 11764.453170***     
 (1,044.32) (941.996567)     
q4 10240.692282*** 10662.501449***     
 (1,042.28) (959.581882)     
Constant 93598.002010*** 92799.347759***     
 (1,525.16) (1,400.50)     
       
Number of Observations 274 294     
Adjust R-Squared 0.534 0.552     
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 14 

Table 14: OLS Regression Results for Four ESRB Ratings Split, Full Controls 
Variable Ratings Split   
    (1) (2)     
saleswm 0.001261*** 0.001087***     
 (0.000391) (0.000356)     
saleswt 0.001323 0.001182     
 (0.001507) (0.001411)     
saleswe10 -0.002043      
 (0.002185)      
saleswe  -0.000578     
  (0.000421)     
icsa 0.014104*** 0.017247***     
 (0.003756) (0.003425)     
q1 -2008.951725 -1639.362368     
 (1,284.656629) (1,222.914652)     
q3 11828.175488*** 11791.160434***     
 (1,045.367805) (928.311815)     
q4 9,757.961596*** 9,952.901130***     
 (1,121.743310) (1,014.370951)     
crisisdummy -1124.965889 -1889.788583**     
 (906.849691) (819.599227)     
demcontrol 2,381.758144*** 2,751.603758***     
 (908.539464) (819.361403)     
sports -2607.672135* -2570.921487*     
 (1,564.909861) (1,478.016860)     
natural 41.356276 -25.344016     
 (931.132015) (921.350569)     
Constant 91812.140275*** 90624.599748***     
 (1,848.835558) (1,560.004990)     
       
Number of Observations 274 294     
Adjust R-Squared 0.549 0.568     
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 



 
 
Table 15 

Table 15: OLS Regression Results for Age Split 
Variable Under 18 18-30 Over 30 
 (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) 
saleswm 0.000334*** 0.000408*** 0.000521*** 0.000499*** 0.000592** 0.000399* 
 (0.000086) (0.000098) (0.000150) (0.000128) (0.000229) (0.000236) 
saleswt 0.000325 0.000288 0.000367 0.000263 0.001197 0.001115 
 (0.000253) (0.000250) (0.000403) (0.000395) (0.000919) (0.000860) 
saleswe10 -0.000991***  -0.000399  -0.000740  
 (0.000364)  (0.000753)  (0.001358)  
saleswe  -0.000228***  0.000000  -0.000247 
  (0.000074)  (0.000140)  (0.000257) 
icsa -0.001242** -0.001467*** 0.012901*** 0.013253*** 0.005516** 0.007981*** 
 (0.000617) (0.000565) (0.001183) (0.001074) (0.002271) (0.002093) 
q1 -1265.411140*** -1273.956708*** -1728.930225*** -1640.449759*** -5.581366 233.062304 
 (210.549047) (206.148834) (403.715703) (389.077102) (736.595288) (699.105394) 
q3 151.498910 192.396193 2,149.088151*** 2,302.892833*** 7,901.707672*** 7,799.433946*** 
 (153.665075) (146.360618) (329.575062) (295.257524) (622.271456) (557.072370) 
q4 -221.758027 -247.198242* 1,099.130005*** 1,271.340841*** 7,280.584969*** 7,399.805559*** 
 (154.554602) (144.883577) (357.375470) (329.604679) (664.313129) (605.084069) 
crisisdummy 180.008583 240.594411 -627.225939** -680.817997*** -546.965729 -1157.359542** 
 (171.876470) (157.633274) (278.257649) (248.285369) (553.449683) (510.770202) 
demcontrol 741.104695*** 767.695759*** 450.960437 631.590960** 1,197.906908** 1,419.235975*** 
 (142.063175) (126.544341) (312.803827) (282.093916) (552.467634) (500.210933) 
sports -738.964555*** -830.442501*** -517.661399 -431.088346 -1127.892342 -1094.854561 
 (156.341309) (153.643825) (485.449220) (456.542263) (909.168120) (866.466778) 
natural -52.128893 -61.274614 -425.910512 -480.792047* -260.252594 -314.508228 
 (194.097182) (188.258142) (282.937779) (280.454862) (591.918928) (588.176844) 
Constant 10869.520552*** 10974.171553*** 22307.286549*** 21929.282230*** 48111.663829*** 47232.475207*** 
 (294.128905) (259.753303) (585.688909) (493.465300) (1,094.010498) (928.738392) 
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294 274 294 

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.368 0.388 0.538 0.562 0.554 0.576 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 



 
 

Table 16 

Table 16: OLS Regression Results Gender Split 
Variable Male Female  
 (1) (2) (1) (2)   
saleswm 0.000659*** 0.000705*** 0.000485*** 0.000464***   
 (0.000178) (0.000165) (0.000110) (0.000092)   
saleswt 0.000263 0.000190 0.000386 0.000288   
 (0.000624) (0.000588) (0.000248) (0.000247)   
saleswe10 -0.002189**  0.000056    
 (0.000962)  (0.000468)    
saleswe  -0.000508**  0.000113   
  (0.000198)  (0.000082)   
icsa 0.008188*** 0.009221*** 0.007787*** 0.007606***   
 (0.001627) (0.001457) (0.000747) (0.000671)   
q1 -2830.521557*** -2617.835181*** -1343.211896*** -1351.172365***   
 (572.447157) (554.217577) (245.038984) (234.185678)   
q3 3,594.093915*** 3,755.066284*** 1,353.356897*** 1,436.217999***   
 (445.003800) (401.661107) (212.011343) (189.233729)   
q4 2,280.740221*** 2,448.194079*** 666.035294*** 740.960618***   
 (481.397244) (443.794693) (225.432138) (204.964912)   
crisisdummy -471.150303 -689.784234* -402.186502** -346.301068**   
 (397.629957) (354.363978) (173.061123) (155.410125)   
demcontrol 1,275.741769*** 1,582.859234*** 197.187898 245.640978   
 (423.333939) (379.335032) (194.643786) (175.190898)   
sports -1030.132497 -999.839752* -397.415656 -377.575654   
 (631.133676) (582.414145) (282.901770) (268.040244)   
natural -188.993479 -227.322337 -382.581708** -423.844384**   
 (400.238089) (392.089591) (180.615822) (178.003992)   
Constant 42811.074341*** 42208.103752*** 13470.535031*** 13414.000074***   
 (830.859779) (704.037643) (380.026858) (316.565809)   
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294   

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.544 0.564 0.567 0.584   

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Table 17 

Table 17: OLS Regression Results Race Split 
Variable White Black Asian 
 (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) 
saleswm 0.000630*** 0.000653*** 0.000459*** 0.000460*** 0.000018*** 0.000017*** 
 (0.000163) (0.000149) (0.000102) (0.000092) (0.000003) (0.000003) 
saleswt 0.000192 0.000077 0.000392 0.000334 0.000016 0.000013 
 (0.000486) (0.000472) (0.000346) (0.000332) (0.000010) (0.000010) 
saleswe10 -0.001694*  -0.000479  0.000027  
 (0.000887)  (0.000467)  (0.000017)  
saleswe  -0.000318*  -0.000065  0.000007** 
  (0.000168)  (0.000098)  (0.000003) 
icsa 0.011241*** 0.011874*** 0.004189*** 0.004312*** 0.000314*** 0.000289*** 
 (0.001370) (0.001219) (0.000901) (0.000824) (0.000025) (0.000025) 
q1 -2524.295884*** -2398.180334*** -1495.051635*** -1460.095692*** -30.782604*** -30.869675*** 
 (480.460911) (469.762717) (304.597374) (288.234908) (7.370667) (7.395537) 
q3 2,770.816954*** 2,919.364448*** 1,994.805103*** 2,066.516245*** 7.100587 9.082215 
 (366.905242) (332.744418) (264.326117) (234.756234) (7.029837) (6.506001) 
q4 1,613.783367*** 1,767.697491*** 1,183.055367*** 1,242.371629*** -1.441509 0.521105 
 (393.342719) (366.333304) (283.978915) (254.830343) (7.047343) (6.696093) 
crisisdummy -727.218581** -849.288510*** -227.092976 -258.340554 5.851035 14.684689** 
 (339.419868) (302.941057) (203.510124) (186.171186) (5.934789) (5.721659) 
demcontrol 615.350570* 879.247088*** 704.446277*** 776.415266*** 12.203771* 11.376627* 
 (361.530679) (327.848159) (225.263670) (200.624446) (6.469402) (5.965963) 
sports -543.554685 -531.674174 -864.677767** -838.023669** 5.365007 6.465544 
 (519.192364) (482.027986) (364.641282) (339.567455) (8.545790) (8.150017) 
natural -418.768814 -478.744266 -55.082456 -60.488070 -24.958775*** -27.427504*** 
 (346.359658) (341.831012) (207.197462) (203.331952) (6.601120) (6.507183) 
Constant 34668.520174*** 34206.222589*** 19078.706664*** 18947.679699*** 247.318649*** 254.056129*** 
 (697.047312) (590.763706) (459.999335) (387.564490) (12.152223) (10.842731) 
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294 274 294 

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.553 0.570 0.529 0.546 0.572 0.568 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 



 
 

Table 18 

Table 18: OLS Regression Results for Crimes Committed with Firearms 
Variable Firearms No Firearms  
    (1) (2) (1) (2)   
saleswm 0.000894*** 0.000721** 0.001260*** 0.001083***   
 (0.000320) (0.000299) (0.000382) (0.000349)   
saleswt 0.001418 0.001329 0.001338 0.001189   
 (0.001315) (0.001243) (0.001475) (0.001381)   
saleswe10 -0.000187  -0.002064    
 (0.001793)  (0.002137)    
saleswe  -0.000231  -0.000566   
  (0.000350)  (0.000409)   
icsa 0.005980* 0.008706*** 0.013869*** 0.016959***   
 (0.003121) (0.002846) (0.003667) (0.003343)   
q1 -945.673928 -554.428948 -2135.322177* -1781.929979   
 (1,036.521642) (982.793465) (1,253.690516) (1,193.455857)   
q3 9,630.084465*** 9,604.375634*** 11574.248299*** 11530.406240***   
 (858.056128) (764.046531) (1,018.858334) (904.818014)   
q4 8,416.742622*** 8,645.383703*** 9,531.589248*** 9,722.169672***   
 (925.018769) (837.886575) (1,094.960705) (990.650724)   
crisisdummy -430.217241 -1066.839613 -1150.929909 -1903.978943**   
 (759.535411) (685.679846) (887.154883) (802.198213)   
demcontrol 2,096.480003*** 2,328.041525*** 2,289.832230** 2,658.952323***   
 (752.655698) (677.171980) (889.924517) (802.677643)   
sports -2054.489233 -1992.126636 -2495.747505 -2468.943161*   
 (1,304.295982) (1,243.285253) (1,527.837564) (1,442.958505)   
natural 366.600032 257.541233 30.959353 -40.673598   
 (783.755379) (772.806124) (910.060143) (901.078573)   
Constant 75974.258814*** 74935.577883*** 89879.383922*** 88710.763949***   
 (1,525.173785) (1,282.549340) (1,806.257719) (1,523.968854)   
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294   

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.515 0.538 0.553 0.575   

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 19 

Table 19: OLS Regression Results for Violent Crimes 
Variable Violent Crime Non-Violent Crime  
    (1) (2) (1) (2)   
saleswm 0.000775*** 0.000708*** 0.000487*** 0.000379**   
 (0.000244) (0.000219) (0.000165) (0.000153)   
saleswt 0.000674 0.000657 0.000649 0.000525   
 (0.000845) (0.000775) (0.000725) (0.000694)   
saleswe10 -0.001989  -0.000055    
 (0.001297)  (0.001003)    
saleswe  -0.000596**  0.000018   
  (0.000273)  (0.000176)   
icsa 0.007756*** 0.009789*** 0.006349*** 0.007458***   
 (0.002246) (0.002051) (0.001660) (0.001503)   
q1 -925.544970 -660.728213 -1083.406754** -978.634155*   
 (793.987453) (759.112428) (549.337090) (519.166976)   
q3 7,031.486200*** 7,009.611609*** 4,796.689288*** 4,781.548824***   
 (625.500712) (554.473655) (446.986948) (399.569172)   
q4 5,287.808269*** 5,362.304227*** 4,470.153327*** 4,590.596903***   
 (662.646492) (596.610399) (491.430950) (447.299262)   
crisisdummy -483.137635 -981.464819** -641.828254 -908.323764**   
 (543.002993) (484.187392) (410.382443) (372.139910)   
demcontrol 1,693.793258*** 1,935.771288*** 687.964886* 815.832470**   
 (530.891323) (478.514425) (411.126132) (372.071230)   
sports -1844.595062** -1784.748880** -763.077073 -786.172607   
 (913.195091) (859.615233) (691.370442) (666.837207)   
natural 244.088856 276.622476 -202.732580 -301.966492   
 (544.998484) (538.089043) (465.783807) (463.436770)   
Constant 45045.269527*** 44331.260278*** 46766.870747*** 46293.339470***   
 (1,106.915184) (937.261972) (802.946721) (673.681414)   
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294   

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.534 0.559 0.524 0.546   

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 20 

Table 20: OLS Regression Results for White Males 
Variable Full Sample   
    (1) (2)     
saleswm 0.000323*** 0.000357***     
 (0.000102) (0.000094)     
saleswt 0.000017 -0.000039     
 (0.000348) (0.000329)     
saleswe10 -0.001656***      
 (0.000590)      
saleswe  -0.000369***     
  (0.000118)     
icsa 0.005936*** 0.006607***     
 (0.000944) (0.000836)     
q1 -1723.107602*** -1609.663122***     
 (338.652828) (330.657122)     
q3 1,959.649938*** 2,045.007358***     
 (247.206267) (224.420302)     
q4 1,182.069903*** 1,274.513927***     
 (266.453023) (249.220677)     
crisisdummy -418.153431* -562.031250***     
 (239.229929) (210.686284)     
demcontrol 590.118400** 802.268734***     
 (245.511316) (221.985474)     
sports -407.969763 -414.043605     
 (352.682334) (324.209328)     
natural -180.972517 -209.589434     
 (244.217813) (240.503953)     
Constant 25895.873434*** 25519.826076***     
 (476.433256) (405.011355)     
       
Number of Observations 274 294     
Adjust R-Squared 0.552 0.570     
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Table 21 

Table 21: OLS regression results for White Males Age 
Variable WM Under 18 WM 18-30 WM Over 30 
          
saleswm 0.000107*** 0.000147*** 0.000132** 0.000137*** 0.000103** 0.000088** 
 (0.000034) (0.000040) (0.000057) (0.000050) (0.000040) (0.000039) 
saleswt 0.000090 0.000081 0.000022 -0.000013 -0.000065 -0.000081 
 (0.000111) (0.000109) (0.000169) (0.000165) (0.000130) (0.000125) 
saleswe10 -0.000553***  -0.000491  -0.000533**  
 (0.000184)  (0.000315)  (0.000258)  
saleswe  -0.000137***  -0.000097  -0.000104** 
  (0.000033)  (0.000061)  (0.000047) 
icsa -0.001034*** -0.001070*** 0.004872*** 0.005151*** 0.002598*** 0.002974*** 
 (0.000280) (0.000250) (0.000483) (0.000433) (0.000373) (0.000336) 
q1 -568.352355*** -566.298591*** -657.462523*** -597.077383*** -459.515306*** -415.893814*** 
 (95.903254) (92.889420) (171.631794) (167.624673) (123.307035) (122.316906) 
q3 -12.562363 1.787786 811.659395*** 871.942565*** 991.174315*** 1,006.189288*** 
 (62.399753) (59.985644) (126.779308) (114.881208) (92.008083) (84.396578) 
q4 -168.065106*** -180.785001*** 438.835530*** 510.072758*** 768.337563*** 806.416406*** 
 (64.580462) (60.987657) (136.964481) (129.152521) (106.607954) (101.980734) 
crisisdummy 80.560956 91.667256 -260.020857** -311.808177*** -232.889276** -322.092988*** 
 (80.748266) (71.688680) (120.895234) (106.410780) (95.341608) (85.936009) 
demcontrol 334.454872*** 356.125549*** 277.765630** 379.645046*** -91.884932 -4.229698 
 (62.034313) (54.140762) (127.418689) (116.278056) (100.354358) (91.499928) 
sports -280.289210*** -323.603005*** -163.328579 -132.283639 88.677758 99.997458 
 (68.782375) (67.413515) (184.015429) (172.206039) (144.436005) (135.794341) 
natural 50.645508 48.852449 -190.569269 -209.627274* -92.290406 -103.084594 
 (85.802172) (82.186676) (124.527707) (124.225221) (106.620843) (106.133562) 
Constant 5,107.166545*** 5,134.342500*** 10528.973163*** 10327.713799*** 8,855.778242*** 8,659.905742*** 
 (131.380935) (114.286299) (236.157716) (201.306750) (184.279693) (158.222091) 
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294 274 294 

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.401 0.422 0.501 0.527 0.566 0.581 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 



 
 

Table 22 

Table 22: OLS Regression Results for White Male Under-Eighteen Violent/Non-Violent 
Variable WMU18 Violent WMU18 Non-Violent  
    (1) (2) (1) (2)   
saleswm 0.000004 0.000032 -0.000012 0.000005   
 (0.000016) (0.000020) (0.000009) (0.000012)   
saleswt -0.000046 -0.000046 -0.000086*** -0.000080**   
 (0.000051) (0.000047) (0.000033) (0.000031)   
saleswe10 -0.000468***  -0.000254***    
 (0.000099)  (0.000060)    
saleswe  -0.000114***  -0.000063***   
  (0.000018)  (0.000010)   
icsa -0.000712*** -0.000701*** -0.000300*** -0.000245***   
 (0.000137) (0.000124) (0.000089) (0.000079)   
q1 -171.499211*** -173.690505*** -135.388267*** -127.983650***   
 (51.578812) (49.933108) (35.217157) (33.502726)   
q3 100.491271*** 104.539528*** -25.752775 -18.468134   
 (30.954602) (30.740872) (18.198842) (17.308120)   
q4 -11.089464 -27.787627 -101.714704*** -100.253322***   
 (32.758221) (30.960079) (18.696661) (17.818377)   
crisisdummy 50.209665 45.734215 68.953202*** 55.374094***   
 (39.605742) (34.923481) (24.385284) (21.273799)   
demcontrol 217.573233*** 236.852682*** 152.257194*** 173.553636***   
 (30.959144) (27.498992) (20.637361) (18.664978)   
sports -144.939201*** -173.956477*** -9.288347 -22.889367   
 (34.594308) (32.238239) (22.607888) (21.498414)   
natural 18.133519 24.660391 -84.488361*** -85.953044***   
 (42.305805) (40.145901) (26.012474) (25.875360)   
Constant 2,858.355757*** 2,870.056570*** 2,382.768959*** 2,355.157966***   
 (64.979520) (58.304985) (36.750116) (31.277570)   
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294   

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.522 0.539 0.499 0.513   

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 23 

Table 23: OLS Regression Results for White Male Eighteen-to-Thirty Violent/Non-Violent 
Variable WM18-30 Violent WM18-30 Non-Violent  
    (1) (2) (1) (2)   
saleswm 0.000041 0.000047 0.000049 0.000060*   
 (0.000036) (0.000031) (0.000034) (0.000031)   
saleswt -0.000072 -0.000075 -0.000001 -0.000027   
 (0.000109) (0.000101) (0.000099) (0.000098)   
saleswe10 -0.000604***  -0.000209    
 (0.000204)  (0.000196)    
saleswe  -0.000138***  -0.000021   
  (0.000041)  (0.000036)   
icsa 0.002323*** 0.002613*** 0.002972*** 0.002971***   
 (0.000317) (0.000286) (0.000254) (0.000229)   
q1 -116.143642 -86.282063 -361.169371*** -355.457511***   
 (124.978199) (120.614460) (96.673942) (94.973576)   
q3 742.705600*** 755.121123*** 154.205030** 190.172453***   
 (80.613253) (72.558483) (63.067861) (58.086223)   
q4 488.077600*** 502.635314*** -15.205419 17.076001   
 (85.810909) (79.793816) (68.268819) (64.971125)   
crisisdummy -39.565308 -109.839720 -179.476928*** -169.273079***   
 (80.318107) (70.665016) (66.699650) (59.032053)   
demcontrol 213.518568*** 283.523703*** 58.524520 104.061680   
 (79.300361) (73.105282) (70.511163) (64.409118)   
sports -78.333774 -79.368340 -1.015131 -0.896537   
 (120.429934) (111.440384) (95.894830) (91.429309)   
natural -75.313584 -73.038957 -157.760702** -176.136149**   
 (85.906254) (85.416320) (71.050295) (70.114780)   
Constant 5,455.388732*** 5,324.515605*** 5,728.997907*** 5,672.389254***   
 (148.931976) (128.372105) (122.122726) (104.548089)   
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294   

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.452 0.489 0.437 0.450   

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 24 

Table 24: OLS Regression Results for White Male Over-Thirty Violent/Non-Violent 
Variable WM30+ Violent WM30+ Non-Violent  
    (1) (2) (1) (2)   
saleswm 0.000073*** 0.000060** 0.000018 0.000026   
 (0.000028) (0.000025) (0.000024) (0.000022)   
saleswt -0.000029 -0.000036 -0.000123 -0.000136*   
 (0.000083) (0.000081) (0.000075) (0.000073)   
saleswe10 -0.000373**  -0.000368***    
 (0.000176)  (0.000133)    
saleswe  -0.000073**  -0.000060**   
  (0.000034)  (0.000023)   
icsa 0.001611*** 0.001855*** 0.001438*** 0.001510***   
 (0.000255) (0.000233) (0.000198) (0.000176)   
q1 -26.345661 -8.680117 -303.843777*** -298.973601***   
 (92.075426) (88.589699) (71.227863) (70.026021)   
q3 846.627813*** 846.405192*** 165.772411*** 183.446071***   
 (66.144196) (58.927767) (42.888841) (39.947212)   
q4 661.866234*** 672.260948*** 76.240079 92.665334*   
 (72.974516) (66.966017) (49.980298) (48.193279)   
crisisdummy -103.357919 -166.736721*** -144.985541*** -160.959642***   
 (64.233686) (58.005955) (50.952836) (45.292332)   
demcontrol -29.755036 18.745642 -76.998761 -30.856972   
 (65.588128) (59.944264) (50.807200) (46.464692)   
sports -28.052008 -21.334980 19.101622 8.067392   
 (96.234900) (90.033891) (69.178261) (65.614742)   
natural -45.983334 -42.787849 -65.153866 -75.557286   
 (72.016271) (71.611929) (52.863964) (52.502998)   
Constant 4,756.193763*** 4,648.427055*** 4,617.662487*** 4,553.043160***   
 (125.759411) (106.405633) (92.031138) (78.893476)   
       
Number of 
Observations 

274 294 274 294   

Adjust R-
Squared 

0.541 0.565 0.433 0.430   

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 25 

Table 25: OLS regression results for Three ESRB  Violence Content Descriptor split, Full Controls 
Variable Ratings Split   
          
saleswtotalNV 0.000036      
 (0.000997)      
saleswtotalSV 0.001504**      
 (0.000619)      
saleswtotalMV -0.000926      
 (0.001099)      
icsa 0.019008***      
 (0.003858)      
q2 2,424.315831**      
 (1,120.584649)      
q3 14742.339098***      
 (1,076.414729)      
q4 12509.603570***      
 (1,039.466716)      
crisisdummy -1748.901375*      
 (954.580410)      
demcontrol 3,240.460840***      
 (824.339745)      
sports -2752.089355**      
 (1,349.844470)      
natural -171.253053      
 (1,169.834587)      
Constant 90843.947517***      
 (1,749.988684)      
       
Number of 
Observations 302 

     

Adjust R-Squared 0.571      
Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Chart 1 

 

Chart 2 
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Chart 3 

 

Chart 4 
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